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The procedure for adding structural data to the NYSGRC database differs from the procedure
for adding other experiments to the database. NYSGRC structures will be submitted directly
to the NYSGRC website at http://www.nysgrc.org/. You will require a Scalepack log file and
the structure file that was submitted to the PDB.
1. Log in
Adding and editing of structural data requires that you be logged in. Click on Target
Search and then click the Log In link that appears in the top menu.

You will be asked about your email address and password. This password is the same
password that you use to log into LabDB, and the email address is the email address
associated with your LabDB account.
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2. Menu
After successfully logging in, you will be redirected to a personalized menu. It contains
lists of all the experiments which were carried out by (or assigned to) you (‘My Stuff’
section) and other people from your lab (‘Lab Stuff’ section) and put into the database
with LabDB and Xtaldb. If you are going to add a new structure, click on the name of the
harvested crystal used for the structure.
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3. Crystal Harvest
Next you will be redirected to a page where you can see full information about the
selected crystal. If datasets are connected to that crystal you will see them listed below
the crystal record. You can add a new dataset using links located in the left side menu.

4. Target Search
If you cannot find the exact crystal in the user menu, you will have to use Target search
to explore your target. You can select a target from the list of targets or simply navigate
to it using the Jump to target box.
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5. Space tree
The space tree is an interactive, graphical way to visualize all experiments leading to
structure determination in the pipeline. You can browse it by clicking on its nodes, while
the details of a specific step will appear below. You can get to this view by selecting a
target from the Target search page.
Note: Crystallization drops which do not have any crystals assigned are not displayed on
the tree. To see all crystallization drops for a specific purification, click on the Simple
view link.
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6. Dataset form
This is where you will upload your data processing log file. The only part you will need
to fill in manually is the Data Collection section; the other parameters should be extract
from the Scalepack log file. Please make sure that the right crystal from the list of
crystals is displayed just below the Upload Log File section.
Required fields: Crystal used, Experiment date, Staff, Wavelength
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7. Structure Solution form
If you clicked the Save and Continue button, you will next be asked to fill in
information about structure solution. All datasets uploaded for the target will be listed;
select only those which were used in this specific solution. Please specify the solution
date, and give information about the responsible person, solution method and programs
which were used for phasing, sites location and model building.
Required fields: Target, Datasets, Staff and Method.
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8. Structure form
After entering the structure solution information, the subsequent form is used to upload
the PDB file itself. Almost all of the fields of this form should be filled out automatically
using information in the header of the PDB file; the only field to be filled out is the name
of the person who solved and submitted the structure. Check all values to make sure that
the file uploaded has identical parameters to that deposited in the PDB.
Required fields: Person, R factor, R-free, Resolution (high).
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9. Deposit form
The final form to fill out requires information about the PDB deposit—title, authors, etc.
The form also extracts all non-proteinaceous and non-aqueous ligands from the structure.
Please confirm that the list of ligands are correct, and mark each one as “crystallization
artifact” or “biological ligand” as appropriate.
Required fields: PDB id, Title, Staff, Authors, Deposition date.
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10. Deposit view
After completing the above steps you should see a summary of your input, along with an
automatically rendered image of your structure. Your structure has now been added to the
NYSGRC database.
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11. Experimental results
The newly added structure will automatically appear on the Experimental Results page.
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